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Abstract

Grid modernization through philosophies such as the Smart Grid has the potential to meet increasing demand and integrate new distributed generation resources at the same time. Using advanced communication and computing capabilities, the Smart Grid offers a new avenue of controlling end-user assets, including small units such as home appliances. To enable such evolution, shifting from centralized to decentralized control strategies is required. Effective demand-side management (DSM) and demand response (DR) approaches hold the promise for efficient energy management in homes and neighborhood areas, by enabling the precise control of resources to reduce net demand. However, with such strategies, independently taken decisions can cause undesired effects such as rebound peaks, contingencies, and instabilities in the network. Therefore, the interactions between the energy management actions of multiple households is a challenging issue in the Smart Grid. This paper provides a review of the background of residential load modeling with DR and DSM approaches in a single household and concepts of coordinating mechanisms in a neighborhood area. The objective of this paper is to classify, via comparison, the various coordination structures and techniques from recent research. The results of recent research in the field reveal that the coordination of energy management in multiple households can benefit both the utility (i.e., the service provider) and the customer. The paper concludes with a discussion on the prevalent critical issues in this area.
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1. Introduction

Developments in information technologies (IT), control, communication, and associated applications to power engineering have provided the tools for modernizing the traditional electricity grid. The evolution of the Smart Grid heralds a more interactive, distributed, and flexible role for the end-user in the day-to-day operations of the infrastructure [1]. Consumers are provided access to near real-time information and can benefit from technologies such as two-way communication, distributed generation (DG), and schedulable assets, thus changing from passive to active participants in the Smart Grid.

Electricity grid operators respond to the changing demand of consumers by adjusting generation and ensuring the transmission and distribution (T&D) assets are carrying no more than the rated value of power, efficiently and reliably. Historically, generation capacity was built to accommodate consumption peaks, i.e., the highest demand. But such peaks tend to increase over the years, for example due to population increase and the introduction of new consumption habits and devices (such as the personal computer in the 1990s and the projected electric vehicles growth in the coming decades). Although the increased electricity demand can be met by central bulk generation plants, the T&D system must also be upgraded—at high costs—to accommodate these higher capacities. On the other hand, distributed energy resources (DER)—which are located in proximity to end-user loads—provide a promising alternative to building new centralized bulk generation capacity and new or upgraded transmission lines.

DER are relatively smaller rated energy sources, with rated capacity ranging from a few kW in residential buildings to several MW on the distribution grid. DER can also be either conventional (e.g., micro turbines and diesel generators) or renewable energy sources (RES) (e.g., solar photovoltaic, wind turbines and biomass converters). Due to growing concerns of climate change, RES are increasingly preferred to conventional sources.

However, one of the biggest issues of RES integration is their intermittent characteristic [2]. The stochasticity of RES output, combined with the uncertain behavior of the consumer, implies greater difficulties in ensuring a real-time balance between generation and demand for system operators. The uncertainty in availability of generation and demand can be avoided using energy storage, but this solution is currently either prohibitively costly or inefficient at bulk levels or fraught with environmental constraints (such as for pumped hydro storage systems).

Another approach is to increase the flexibility of demand-side resources, i.e., the loads. This may be done by controlling end-user appliances, e.g., through home energy management systems (HEMS). Such approaches require extensive, reliable information on the whole system. This information can be made available through information and communication technologies (ICT), typically using sensors and supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) on the T&D system. For ex-
ample, between end-users and the utility, smart metering and real-time data processing enable bidirectional communication though the advanced metering infrastructure (AMI) [3]. This in turn enables monitoring and control of resources such as DG and storage, which may then result in reverse energy flows, from consumers to the utility. Through such local resources, end-users are thus able to actively participate in electric network operations. This is a major shift from the traditional bulk power generation paradigm, as many more small-scale producers are expected to connect to the grid.

Demand response (DR) is a flexibility mechanism that enables consumer participation to demand modulation in response to a signal from the system operator [4]. Participation is enabled by optimizing the operation of local resources, such as electric appliances. Although HEMS programs propose promising solutions for better and ideally simpler energy management in smart homes, uncoordinated management may cause unexpected results, and may paradoxically lead to unstable operations or higher costs, such as rebound peaks [13, 14]. To avoid this situation, efficient and robust coordination mechanisms are key elements in the designed energy management systems. Coordination may here be defined as a process enabling a set of entities (here, smart homes, utilities, aggregators) to organize their actions to work together effectively. This paper therefore primarily focuses on the flexibility of demand and the attached coordination mechanisms in residential neighborhoods—defined as a group of up to several dozen or hundred smart homes.

Various DR methodologies and programs were reviewed in the literature. In [5], HEMS and DR programs are reviewed for the single household environment. In [6], the psychological and economic behaviors of consumers for residential DR are analyzed. In [7], the impact of technological developments in the smart home area and on consumer behavior are investigated. In [8], household appliances are categorized to investigate their effect on DR programs. In [9], building energy modeling is reviewed by investigating optimal control models for single and multiple smart houses. In [10], a comprehensive survey reviews and classifies DR algorithms for the residential, commercial and industrial sectors according to the utilized pricing and optimization methods. The structure (centralized and distributed approaches) of the proposed methods is also considered; however the coordination of groups of houses is not discussed. In [11], DR algorithms for the residential sector are presented with a review of the latest scheduling methods and communication techniques. Finally, in [12], multiple DR programs are reviewed with a focus on their interactions with RES.

The above literature survey shows that although numerous management systems and techniques have been proposed and investigated, literature on coordination mechanisms at the smart neighborhood level has not yet been studied in details. This paper aims to fill this gap and provides a review and analysis of coordination mechanisms for energy management of multiple households. Several aspects are considered in the survey, including coordination structures (which entities interact with each other and how) and techniques (how decisions are taken). Through this paper, the authors aim to provide the reader with an overview of the state-of-the-art of such coordination mechanisms. Trends in research activities are then identified, as well as a series of proposed next steps to tackle current issues and challenges. Selected papers from the literature are thus reviewed, with a focus on journal papers published between 2010 and 2016. The breakdown of publication years for the reviewed papers is shown in Fig. 1. Figures show that the topic significantly grew in popularity from 2012. It should however be noted that not all published papers were included in this survey, and the graph does therefore not represent a precise description of the existing literature.

![Figure 1: Breakdown of publication years of reviewed studies related to multiple smart homes electric energy management.](image)

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: section 2 introduces load modeling techniques; section 3 presents the smart home concept and gives a short review of single residential house energy management; section 4 explains the neighborhood concept, introduces the role of neighborhood entities, and reviews studies with a focus on coordination structures and techniques; section 5 presents an overview of the state-of-the-art and proposes future steps; and section 6 concludes the paper.

### 2. Load modeling techniques

Designing efficient and reliable HEMS usually requires load models to estimate the impact of control strategies on home energy consumption. In the literature, two main approaches are followed for modeling residential loads: top-down and bottom-up approaches. While top-down approaches model each home or the whole residential area as a single unit, bottom-up approaches investigate the energy consumption of each individual load (or group of loads), and aggregate these to obtain the consumption of the whole area or house. A comparison between both approaches is given in Table 1. A comparative review of such models for the residential sector may also be found in [15].

#### 2.1. Top-down approaches

The principle of the top-down approach is to aggregate all energy consumption units in one spot (e.g., a home or several ones); thus, only the total energy consumption of a house or a residential area is known [16]. Top-down models often rely on historical data to model the energy consumption of an area, and are typically used to investigate the effect of long term changes (five years or more) on load profiles. The main advantage of this approach is simplicity, as aggregated data is commonly
available, for example from distribution transformers. On the other hand, the main drawback of this method is that information about individual peaks, types of loads, load factors and customer behavior are overlooked. As a consequence, precise control strategies cannot be studied, used, or developed with such models.

2.2. Bottom-up approaches

Contrary to the top-down approach, the bottom-up approach investigates the energy consumption of each household appliance (or group of appliances) separately. By aggregating the consumption of each appliance, the load curve for a single home or several ones may be easily obtained [17]. Bottom-up models give control system designers the ability to identify areas of potential improvement. However, a drawback of bottom-up models is the difficulty to obtain such detailed data on the consumption of each appliance, as this is typically not readily available in standard homes due to limited instrumentation. Moreover, a validation of the model is required, e.g., by comparing the aggregated load curves with actual measurements from top-down approaches.

Clustering techniques are used with appliances, depending on their working characteristics, usage patterns, end-users preferences, and comfort levels in homes. Household appliances are often divided into three categories, according to their operational characteristics and controllability, although terms may vary: baseline loads (not controllable), burst loads (fully controllable), and regular loads (partially controllable) [18].

Baseline loads, also called non-deferrable loads or must-run appliances, include appliances which are run directly by the customers, and are not controlled by an automated HEMS algorithm. As the usage of such loads is entirely dependent on end-user behaviors, there are no exact operation time intervals for them. As a consequence, models for these loads typically rely on historical load profiles. Lighting, computers, televisions, ovens, music players and other electronic devices are examples of baseline loads.

Burst loads, also called deferrable-shiftable or schedulable loads, have specific operation time intervals with a given energy consumption defined by the technical characteristics of the appliances. These loads can be shifted in time, and may also be paused at specific predefined cycle times. This ability enables significant energy consumption flexibility. For example, a washing machine cycle includes several phases. At the end of each phase, the machine can stop and resume its cycle a few minutes or hours later [19]. Similarly, a clothes dryer usually operates after a washing machines cycle is over. Therefore, the clothes dryer cycle may also be shifted several hours later [20].

Regular loads, also called deferrable-thermal loads, are periodically working appliances with varied operation cycles, and that are affected by environmental conditions. These loads can be interruptible and manageable for short periods of time, depending on end-user preferences. Thermal loads such as electric water heaters, space heating, air conditioning and refrigerators are included in this category [21, 22].

In the residential sector, each end-user has different energy consumption habits depending on behavioral patterns, house occupancy, geographic location, climate conditions, and economics. Therefore, beside the technical characteristics of appliances, historical information about the end-user must also be taken into account while modeling the energy consumption of a house [23].

Grouping household appliances helps in identifying which appliances can be controlled and how long they can be managed over the time horizon. The flexibility of the house demand can then be investigated. Therefore, bottom-up approaches enable understanding the behavior of each appliance as well as each home using statistical analysis. It is thus a requirement to enable the precise control of smart home resources using DR and related techniques.

3. Energy management in residential buildings

3.1. Smart homes

Over the past few years, classical residential building technologies have evolved to include more advanced features so as to enable the transformation of traditional structures into so-called “smart homes”. These homes typically include schedulable appliances, DG, energy storage, EV, a HEMS controller providing access to near real-time information on electricity consumption, weather and changing electricity rates, and enabling technologies such as Internet-of-things (IoT). Fig. 2 depicts a smart home and its components [7].

HEMS are responsible for managing the energy consumption, generation, and storage needs of end-users while meeting their comfort and economic requirements. Communication between the utility and the customer is achieved through AMI and smart meters. AMI provides bi-directional communication between a home area network (HAN) at the bottom-level, and the neighborhood area network (NAN) at the upper level [24]. Using information provided by the utility (e.g., forecast and real-time prices, DR requests) and local information on generation and loads, HEMS attempt to manage energy usage in smart homes by adequately scheduling the use of local and grid resources.

In HANs, the power consumption of the various loads can be measured by “smart plugs” [25], and additional information
may be collected by sensors for environmental factors such as temperature and irradiance [26]. The gathered information is typically centralized by the HEMS, through wireline or wireless communication, together with the price signal obtained from the utility. A graphical user interface (GUI), commonly delivered to the user via a computer interface or a smartphone or tablet application, communicates with the HEMS and provides the user with information on current conditions (e.g., consumption, price). Such information is vital for making informed decisions, setting preferences for using smart appliances, or for overriding automatic schedules.

3.2. Smart home energy management

Smart homes have been a topic of interest for several decades [27], which only gained significant momentum recently, with the advent of what is now known as the Smart Grid. This has led to publications in both scientific [28] and popular [29, 30] literature, indicating an interest from researchers as well as from the general public.

DSM and DR are activities that affect customer electricity consumption. The terms DSM and DR have relatively close meanings, but are used to address different philosophies. Despite some similarities between both terms, DR’s goal is to change end-users’ electricity consumption (i.e., the load curve), typically in the range of 1 to 4 hours, in response to an external signal (e.g., price, incentive, etc.) received from the service provider or the utility. On the other hand, DSM focuses on improving the efficiency of electricity consumption in general, in the customer domain [31].

As listed and explained in Table 2, six types of DSM techniques are typically considered [32]: peak clipping or shaving, valley filling, strategic conservation, strategic load growth, load shifting, and flexible load shaping. Peak clipping, strategic conservation and load shifting aim to reduce the load and are the most frequently listed techniques in the literature, as they enable deferring or canceling heavy investments in equipment with higher capacity (such as power lines and transformers).

For example, the flexibility constraint for simple appliance shifting can be formulated as follows:

\[ t_{\text{orig}}^{\text{wm}} - t_{\text{orig}}^{\text{cd}} \in [t_{\text{st}}^{\text{sch}}, t_{\text{end}}^{\text{sch}}] \]  

where \( t_{\text{orig}}^{\text{wm}} \) and \( t_{\text{orig}}^{\text{cd}} \) are the initial run start and end times of appliance \( x \), and \( t_{\text{st}}^{\text{sch}} \) and \( t_{\text{end}}^{\text{sch}} \) are the acceptable start and end times (i.e., the scheduling window) of the appliance. The scheduling window must be larger than the appliance working duration. As the operation of some appliances may be interdependent, e.g., for washing machines and clothes dryers, additional constraints should be considered such as:

\[ t_{\text{st}}^{\text{wm}} - t_{\text{st}}^{\text{cd}} \leq (t_{\text{end}}^{\text{cd}} - t_{\text{end}}^{\text{wm}}) \]

where \( \text{wm} \) and \( \text{cd} \) indices refer to the washing machine and the clothes dryer, respectively. Such constraints are necessary to enable obtaining realistic schedules.

Such DSM techniques are typically coupled with financial mechanisms (incentives) designed to encourage customer participation. In that regard, two main types of DR mechanisms are widely studied in the literature: incentive-based programs (IBP) and price-based programs (PBP) [34] (Fig. 3). IBP and PBP programs are further subdivided by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) [35]. IBP are classified into six categories depending on their operation modes: direct load control (DLC) [36, 37], interruptible/curtailable (I/C) [38], demand bidding (DB) [39], emergency DR (EDR) [40, 41], capacity market (CM) [42], and ancillary services market (AS) [43, 44].

In IBP, the participants receive a financial incentive if they change their consumption according to specifications defined in a contract. DLC and I/C are the most commonly used types, especially for industrial and commercial applications. In DLC, the utility has a remote access to the HAN to directly control some household loads, but for I/C, the utility only offers discounts to customers for a specific electricity reduction amount. In EDR, financial incentives are offered when the system reliability is in danger. In CM, a load reduction is committed before the occurrence of the critical conditions. In DB, consumers bid

![Figure 2: Smart home architecture example (SM: smart meter, DW: dish washer, WM: washing machine, AC: air conditioner).](image-url)
for load reduction at a given price, and if their bid is cleared, consumers decrease their load consumption, otherwise they are penalized. Lastly, in AS, as in DB, consumers bid a load reduction amount on the ancillary services market. If their bid is accepted, they perform the curtailment and receive the market price as a compensation [46, 47]. However, direct participation in markets is not always possible due to minimal capacity requirements.

In PBP, the utility indirectly affects the electricity consumption of the consumers using time-varying pricing mechanisms, usually in order to reduce the peak-to-average ratio (PAR) of the electricity demand. In other words, the time-varying pricing mechanisms are designed to modify the behavior of the customer, thus affecting the consumption pattern. For example, a higher price provides an incentive for customers to reduce their consumption, thus the customer is able to change the amount and time of electric energy usage depending on preferences. Various pricing mechanisms, such as time-of-use pricing (TOU), real-time pricing (RTP), and critical peak pricing (CPP), are used by utilities to encourage customers to actively participate in PBP [6, 48].

- **TOU** is a pricing mechanism in which different rates are used depending on the time of the day. Several blocks of hours during the day are defined as off-peak, average load and on-peak periods. The rate is designed to be higher during the on-peak periods, and lower during the off-peak periods. For example, the Ontario province in Canada uses TOU with off-peak, mid-peak and on-peak periods [49].

- **RTP** has dynamic rates that change for every hour of the day. The forecasts of these rates are given a day or an hour in advance by the utility company to the end-users [50]. RTP is more fluctuating than TOU and better reflects the real-time balance between generation and demand. However, it can also be more difficult for end-users to schedule their consumption due to the frequent rate fluctuations. ComEd’s hourly pricing program is an example of RTP scheme [51].

- **CPP** is a pricing mechanism that is sometimes used in addition to TOU in order to present higher charges to the end-user during times when operating conditions are critical, such as during contingencies, and is therefore only used a few times a year. For example, in California, SDGE uses a CPP scheme [52].

DR programs are therefore a key concept not only to reduce the electricity bill, but also to decrease CO₂ emissions by reducing the need for polluting peaking power plants. As a consequence, DR provides benefits for both the customers and the utility. On the customer side, end-users can change their consumption patterns by modifying their consumption habits so that their electricity expenses are reduced. On the utility side, by reducing the peak-to-average ratio (PAR) of electricity demand, DR programs can reduce the stress of operation on grid assets, decreases outage risk, provide efficient utilization of the RES, and secure grid reliability and stability [53]. At the same time, DR benefits to society as a whole, by helping reduce market price spikes as well as harmful greenhouse gases emissions from fossil fuel-based power plants. Although this paper focuses primarily on academic works, multiple demonstrations and pilot programs [54, 55] have shown that such approaches are valid, but also have specific limits, as further discussed in Section 5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification of the selected reviewed DR studies.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Incentive-based DR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price-based DR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2.1. Incentive-based single home energy management

The following paragraphs review selected IBP methods, with a focus on single home electric energy management. The selected papers are listed in Table 3. In [56], a load commitment formulation is extended with a DLC program to control responsive loads in emergency conditions (e.g., the loss of a large generator or transmission line), and to provide lower electricity costs and PAR values through appliance scheduling. The gained profit is related to consumer comfort, and is determined by the electricity cost reduction. When the household consumption is decreased in the emergency condition, the electricity tariff decreases. Compared to the base case, when the consumer neglects its comfort, a cost reduction is obtained for the simulation duration. However if the consumer gives priority to its comfort, the total cost slightly increases.

In [34], the HEMS problem is formulated as a mixed integer nonlinear program (MINLP) with an inconvenience factor that corresponds to the difference between the baseline and optimal results. An incentive reward for power reduction during peak hours is considered. The MILP program schedules 10 controllable appliances with operation time limits and power rates as defined by the customer. Incentives are defined for early morning and after working hours. Compared to the reference scenario, customers can save up to 25% in electricity costs.
In [57], incentive rewards are used with battery and PV management for controlling household area consumption. The used method takes into account the stochastic behavior of price, water usage, PV generation and loads. Incentive rewards are offered based on the participation of the consumer to the DR event. Results show that DR can decrease the customer electricity bill by 18%.

The above studies show that using IBP, in critical conditions, the utility can satisfy grid security requirements and consumers can reduce their electricity bill. However, consumers cannot benefit for frequent cost reductions, as they depend on utilities for receiving incentives. Moreover, if a consumer accepts the IBP contract and does not participate in the program when the request from the utility is received, he/she is penalized by the utility. Also, if DR requests are too frequent and his/her comfort is impacted more often than expected, the customer may decide to opt-out of the program. Another difficulty lies in determining the baseline load profile for the end-user, so his/her financial compensation can be determined. While there is little difficulty in achieving this for selected types of industrial and commercial users, it may be more complex for residential ones due to the limited number of small loads running.

3.2.2. Price-based single home energy management

As for IBP, a short review of selected PBP methods is proposed. The selected papers are listed in Table 3. In [58], TOU is used to minimize the electricity bill of consumers while taking into account end-user preferences and managing overload conditions. User preferences include the acceptable time intervals for appliances to run. TOU is used in three simulation scenarios, each with a different objective: (a) avoiding overload, (b) optimizing savings, and (c) participating in a DR program. Simulation results show that all strategies achieve their expected goal; however, although (b) can include a), (c) considers different constraints and cannot be directly compared with others.

In [59], a decision-support tool with forecasting and scheduling capabilities is developed. An adaptive neural fuzzy inference system (ANFIS) is used for forecasting the expected electricity demand, then a branch-and-bound method is used for appliance scheduling. This study takes into account TOU tariffs with power availability at specific time intervals and consumer comfort. Results show a reduction in the total cost of deferrable appliances electricity cost from $0.19 to $0.14, for the simulation duration.

In [60], a performance comparison is presented for different HEM applications for consumer benefit. The impact of TOU, RTP, and priority-based scheduling are compared. Simulations are performed for 210 days. Cost reductions are determined for several scenarios: 30% with TOU, 45% with TOU and PV with a feed-in-tariff, 27% without the feed-in-tariff, 9% with priority-based scheduling, and 18% with an RTP program.

In [61], scenario-based stochastic and robust optimization algorithms are presented to schedule household appliances using 5-minute intervals with RTP pricing. The presented methods also take into account RTP uncertainties while minimizing operation costs. Both optimization methods are compared in terms of performance and computation time. Results show that while stochastic optimization achieves 26.6% cost reduction, robust optimization exhibits lower performance with 24.3% reduction. However, the computation time for robust optimization is shorter than for stochastic optimization.

In [62], a HEM strategy is presented to reduce the cost of consumed energy under RTP tariff by scheduling resources and PV and battery operations. It uses a framework called Action Dependent Heuristic Dynamic Programming (ADHDP) that relies on neural networks. An online and an offline particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm are used to determine the optimal schedule, as well as for pre-training the networks and improve algorithm performance. While the online PSO algorithm works only in the current time period, the offline PSO algorithm also uses data on forecast RES generation, load and prices near the current state. Results are compared in four different cities. Depending on the considered city, savings can reach 9.3%, with ADHDP with offline PSO pre-training returning the best results.

In [63] and [64], authors combined the RTP tariff with incremental block rates (IBR). IBR is a pricing scheme where the unit price increases with the amount of electricity consumption, i.e., the higher the consumption, the higher the unit price. In [63], two approaches are considered for HEM design: deterministic and stochastic. The stochastic approach considers uncertainties in appliance operation time and consumed energy through an energy adaptation variable $\beta$, while the deterministic approach, based on linear programming, does not. A total load consumption limit is defined for the smart home, so that excess loads are tripped. Compared to the baseline case, results show that to the total cost can be reduced by up to 41%.

In [64], the authors combine RTP with IBR and compare full and partial flexibility in load scheduling. In the full flexibility approach, individuals only focus on profit (or savings) and preferences are not considered, while for the partial flexibility approach, customer preferences are also taken into account in the scheduling process. Both are formulated as mixed integer linear optimization problems. Results show that end-user costs decrease on average by about 20% when the schedule is partially flexible.

In [65], an HEMS is developed with a two-horizon algorithm (THA) and a rolling-horizon technique. Goals are to increase computational efficiency compared to traditional moving-window algorithms, and to achieve load management with TOU, RTP and a predefined peak demand charge (PDC) paid for electricity bought during peak periods. The algorithm uses two time horizons: one is for short-term scheduling with a high time resolution (THA-s) and the other is for longer term scheduling with a lower resolution (THA-l). THA-s is combined with THA-l in the rolling horizon technique to reduce the computational burden of the energy management algorithm. The study shows that the proposed THA algorithm returns 18% better results with RTP than with TOU for a one-week simulation. Results show that when the PDC price increases, the THA algorithm achieves more cost reduction.

Through time-varying price signals, the utility or the aggregator provides opportunities for consumers to reduce their bills. Consumers, on the other hand, try to find the right balance be-
tween the induced loss of comfort and the financial gains from the DR program. Overall, PBP can be expected to provide more frequent cost reduction opportunities compared to IBP, as they are not necessarily linked with grid condition. However, PBP approaches introduce some uncertainty for the utility, as the achieved load reduction amount depends on end-user response to prices. Moreover, due to their frequent and hard to predict variations, schemes such as RTP are difficult for end-users to adapt to, and may be rejected.

4. Neighborhood energy management

In the previous sections, the proposed methodologies ignored the energy consumption of other households while controlling their own loads. Such myopic HEM strategies may potentially lose the benefits of a global optimum in energy management goals. In typical DR programs, all customers receive the same signal from the utility, thus posing a potentially significant risk that they may all shift their appliances to run during the same hours [66, 67]. In this case, although the objective of the DR program was to reduce demand during high price periods, an unexpected peak demand called “rebound peak” may occur immediately after the DR event has ended. This effect may lead to an even higher demand peak that the DR program tried to avoid in the first place and that may in turn threaten grid stability [13, 68]. For this reason, from the perspective of the utility, such narrowly focused individual customer-side optimization can reduce the effectiveness of DR programs [69]. Coordination mechanisms are therefore required for neighborhood energy management.

In this section, the concept of neighborhood-level coordination is introduced. The communication and control structures, the roles of entities (utility, aggregators, and end-users), and the coordination mechanisms used in the literature are described with their respective underlying theories.

4.1. Concept of neighborhood area

Smart neighborhoods rely on individual smart homes, that are interconnected through an electricity and a communication network. These networks enable a variety of mechanisms for managing energy at the neighborhood level.

4.1.1. Neighborhood area structure

A neighborhood area may be defined as a group of houses located in the same geographical area. Its size may range from a few houses to possibly a few hundreds. The location of the neighborhood area in the general electricity structure is given in Fig. 4.

Similarly to a HAN, a neighborhood area network (NAN) enables smart homes (each with its own HAN) to communicate and coordinate their actions. The NAN is formed by a collection of smart homes equipped with smart meters to collect consumption and generation data from resources (DG, storage devices, loads). Each meter has two-way communication ability in the NAN. Information is usually aggregated at the feeder or substation level by a concentrator or gateway [70]. This concentrator can then communicate with the utility information system or the aggregators.

Aggregators are new entities that, as the name implies, aggregate energy or power from small scale consumers and try to sell this aggregated capacity on markets. Aggregators typically aggregate load reduction capacity from many customers and sell it on markets, hence generating revenue for the participating customers [71, 72].

Depending on the size of the area and local legislation, none, one or multiple aggregators may be available [73, 74]. An aggregator may not be required if the local utility communicates directly with each home. However, for large regions serving hundreds of thousands of customers, the number of controllable assets increases dramatically and aggregators can facilitate the coordination of these resources. Aggregators can thus act as intermediaries between the utility and customers for specific needs. In a restructured market, multiple aggregators may be competing with each other, and also potentially with suppliers.

4.1.2. Role of electricity entities

In this subsection, the roles of the various entities depicted in Fig. 4 are reviewed.

• **Utility operator:** At the top level, the utility has to ensure reliable electricity delivery energy to end-users. As issues such as T&D congestion may occur, DG and DR programs may be useful for the utility to increase local generation or decrease load. The utility can communicate with aggregators and possibly customers to coordinate their actions, e.g., for DR.

• **Aggregator:** At the middle level, aggregators have three roles depending on operation conditions: a) The aggregator negotiates with end-users (customers) in the neighborhood to provide DR services to the utility. In this condition, from the end-user perspective, the aggregator temporarily undertakes part of the role of the utility operator, and influences electricity consumption patterns through price/energy-volume signals in the retail market; b) The aggregator receives ancillary service requests from the utility operator to secure the system; c) The aggregator acts as an independent entity and tries to profit from electricity trade, by selling negative load on markets [14].

• **End-users:** With the increase in penetration of DG and storage devices, end-users can also play several roles [75]. Depending on the electricity balance between household electricity components (e.g., loads, DG, storage units, and EV), end-users are alternatively taking the role of consumer or producer from the perspective of the aggregator.

This structure provides a basic infrastructure for electricity and information flow, that coordination algorithms use to achieve their objectives.
4.2. Coordination structure and objectives

In this section, two coordination structures, namely centralized and decentralized, are distinguished, depending on the used communication and control architectures. The reviewed papers are listed in Table 4.

Table 4: Classification of the selected reviewed studies with respect to coordination structures.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Centralized</th>
<th>Decentralized</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[14], [76], [77], [78], [79], [80], [81], [82], [83]</td>
<td>Fully-depend. [66], [84], [85], [86], [87], [88], [89]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Fully-independ. [90]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2.1. Centralized coordination

In this framework, as shown in Fig. 5, there is one central operator, which can be the utility or an aggregator. This central operator manages (a part of) the electricity usage of all smart homes. It has direct access to all information on end-users’ household electricity appliances through secure AMI networks. Smart meters and HEMS send information about their electricity usage and preferences to the central operator. The operator then optimizes electricity consumption by scheduling appliances operation for each household. The decisions taken by the central operator are then sent to smart homes and the strategy is applied.

Figure 5: Principle of centralized coordination (DM: decision making).

In the following, selected papers that use centralized coordination schemes are reviewed. In [76], a day-ahead DSM strategy coordinated by a central operator is proposed for a large
residential area including 2600 smart appliances. The goal is to minimize electricity consumption while reducing the PAR of the demand profile. To obtain the desired load consumption, the proposed DSM algorithm uses load shifting to bring the actual load curve as close as possible to an objective (target) load curve derived from the objective of the DSM strategy, i.e., to minimize costs. The proposed DSM method achieves a 5.0% cost reduction, and a 18.3% peak load reduction for the area.

In [77], three centralized control algorithms are proposed for demand management in a neighborhood area. The main purpose of the presented algorithms is to decrease electricity consumption during on-peak hours by controlling refrigerators. The first proposed algorithm is a synchronous model in which a central controller sends on/off signals to all refrigerators in the area at the same time. Secondly, an asynchronous algorithm is proposed to trigger on/off signals at different times. Thirdly, a dynamic temperature interval management algorithm is proposed. In the latter method, the lowest and highest temperature points are sent rather than the on/off signals. Results show that while the synchronous model is effective to decrease peak load (close to zero), it also leads to a significant rebound peak. The asynchronous model results in a lower rebound peak but only achieves a 21.4% peak load reduction. The last strategy seems to provide the best results, with a peak load reduction of up to 41.5% and a negligible rebound peak.

In [78], a joint optimization algorithm for EV charging and HVAC control is proposed. The goal is to minimize the total electricity cost for the residential community while considering user preferences. In the neighborhood, parked EV may also charge other EV and provide electricity to HVAC units, in order to minimize electricity imports from the utility. Here, the aggregator collects information about the EV and HVAC units, such as thermal dynamics, user climate comfort preferences, battery state, user travel patterns, and household occupancy. The community scale optimization result is compared with individual optimization for 100 households. According to results, the proposed algorithm manages to reduce the aggregated electricity cost by 22.8% for a hot summer day.

In [79], a centralized scheduling algorithm is proposed to minimize electricity imports from the main grid by allocating the loads and EV charging to periods when RES generation is high. A feed-in tariff program is presented that favors the discharge of EV to supply other household appliances in the grid. Three simulation results for centralized optimization are compared: naive (base case), optimal without EV discharge, and optimal with EV discharge. Compared to the base case, the optimal case without EV discharge returns a 4.3% cost reduction for 10 EV and around 75% for 400 EV, and the case with EV discharge returns a 8.5% cost reduction for 10 EV and 175% for 400 EV.

In [80], a real-time load management and optimal power generation algorithm is presented for an islanded grid. A central coordinator is responsible for the cost and capacity limit of a backup generator, RES, and storage devices. Each household informs the central operator about the electricity consumption of its appliances, then the operator responds with an optimal scheduling strategy that considers the capacity limits of generation and storage units. Two algorithms are proposed: an offline algorithm that relies on forecasts, and an online algorithm that handles disturbances in real-time. Based on simulation results, the offline control method reduces the total electricity cost from $11.12 to $8.03 for the simulation duration, when disturbances are neglected. On the other hand, the online scheduler, when the uncertainty on solar generation and appliance operation are considered, reduces the total electricity cost from $10.8 to $7.80.

In [14], an aggregator-based control approach for DR is proposed. The aggregator tries to maximize its profit by selling on markets the capacity aggregated from customer smart appliances. Each customer can choose in real-time between buying electricity from the aggregator (at a price called customer incentive price) or from the utility (at the real-time price). The aggregator gathers settings from end-users and computes optimal set points using a genetic algorithm for 5,555 households, i.e., 56,642 appliances. The algorithm also computes the optimal customer incentive price that enables the aggregator to reduce the aggregated electricity cost by $947.9.

Several other studies using centralized coordination focus on specific aspects. For example, in [81], authors propose an algorithm capable of allocating a fair share of distribution transformer capacity among users. In [82], a centralized and a decentralized approach are compared in terms of optimization performance and computation time for the energy trading problem among smart homes. Finally, [83] uses model predictive control for the centralized coordination of smart buildings and considers the stochasticity of renewable energy sources and loads.

Overall, studies show that centralized approaches enable finding the optimal strategy for efficient electric energy use, as well as for maximizing the utilization of DG. A drawback is however the computation burden required by the optimization, especially for a large number of assets to control [14]. Centralized control is thus not suitable for large-scale applications where computation time would become prohibitive. Nevertheless, results from centralized coordination can be used as a reference for comparison with other coordination methods [93].

4.2.2. Decentralized coordination

While in centralized coordination, the central operator has access to information about all consumers, in decentralized coordination, the end-users schedule their assets directly, without any omniscient central entity. To achieve this, smart homes have to communicate with each other or with a central entity to gather sufficient information about the neighborhood electricity profile. Depending on the communication structure in the neighborhood and the level of decentralization, three approaches are distinguished: fully-independent, partially-independent and fully-dependent (Fig. 6):

- In the fully-dependent structure (Fig. 6a), smart homes receive information on the neighborhood electricity profile through a central entity without sharing any data with each other. Neighborhood communication is dependent on the
central entity. The difference with centralized coordination is that the decisions are taken by the smart homes, and not by the central entity.

- In the fully-independent structure (Fig. 6b), smart homes communicate with each other in the neighborhood, without any central entity. They are able to communicate with each other directly, and share data on the neighborhood load profile.

- In the partially-independent structure (Fig. 6c), smart homes communicate with each other, and also interact with a central entity.

In the following, selected papers that use a decentralized coordination structure are reviewed. In [66], the rebound issue due to uncoordinated load shifting of appliances to off-peak hours is addressed. To solve it, a fully-dependent optimization algorithm is used to coordinate electricity consumption in the neighborhood. As the same DR program—triggered by the same price signal—is used in all smart homes, all controllable appliances in the area are shifted to the same off-peak hours, which may cause another peak. To avoid the resulting rebound peak effect, four techniques are compared, each with different DR and price signals: random DR scheduling without and with flattening, different prices for different homes (although the legal feasibility of this approach is questionable), and maximum power constraint. Compared to a base case, the various techniques return peak and cost reductions ranging from 19.4% to 33.9%, with the last technique providing the best results.

In [84], a fully-dependent decentralized energy management algorithm is proposed. The proposed greedy algorithm tries to minimize electricity bills by optimizing the start time and operation mode of appliances in smart homes. The cost of electricity is modeled by a time-dependent unit retail price, which means that the electricity price changes with the aggregated consumption in the neighborhood. To determine the price, the utility receives information on the consumption of each individual house, and sends a price signal to each consumer. Depending on the price, consumers schedule their controllable appliances to decrease their expenses. Then, depending on the scheduled consumption, the utility aggregates the total load again and determines the new electricity price. After that, consumers, depending on the new price, schedule their appliances again. This process continues until the difference between consecutive decisions becomes negligible. Results show that individual users are able to reach cost reductions of about 20%, and that results for the proposed distributed method are close to the ones obtained using classical sequential optimization.

In [85], a fully-dependent energy management algorithm is presented to decrease the total electricity cost of a neighborhood. The neighborhood area includes a central operator called load serving entity (LSE) and multiple households with RES, storage devices, and controllable and non-controllable loads. Each household, depending on information received from the LSE, solves an optimization problem to minimize its electricity bill using an approach called Lyapunov-based cost minimization. After the LSE has received the consumption information from each household, it determines the electricity price for the defined period, and each household solves the optimization problem again with the new price. This process continues until convergence is obtained. In the results, the proposed algorithm is compared with two other cases: no storage and no DR (case 1), and with storage and no DR (case 2). Over a six month period, the presented control method reduces electricity costs by 20% and 13% compared to cases 1 and 2, respectively.
In [86], a fully-dependent two-level load control strategy is proposed to address the rebound peak issue. The proposed method does not rely on a specific electricity pricing scheme, hence customers are free to select the scheme (flat, TOU or RTP) of their choice. To eliminate the rebound peak and minimize costs at the same time, two different optimization algorithms are defined. First, homes receive the electricity price, optimize their assets schedule, and send the results to the service provider. This service provider then calculates the aggregated profile and sends it with a desired (flatter) aggregated profile back to the customers. As a second step, customers optimize their profile again to flatten the area profile and try not to jeopardize their previous cost results. Compared to non-coordinated control (i.e., with only the first step), the proposed method achieves a 16.8% additional peak load reduction.

In [90], two fully-independent selfish DSM algorithms are presented. The neighborhood is modeled as a graph, and close neighbors exchange messages with each other. These messages enable two coordination mechanisms: synchronous agreement-based, and asynchronous gossip-based mechanisms. In the synchronous agreement-based algorithm, consumers estimate and share the predicted aggregated consumption at the same time using information on their own consumption. The coordination process ends when consumers agree on the aggregated consumption of the neighborhood. In the asynchronous gossip-based algorithm, consumers update their knowledge of the aggregated consumption at different times. The electricity cost and the PAR value are reduced by 33.34% and 30.31%, respectively, with the proposed DSM programs. Although both algorithms return similar results, the gossip-based algorithm requires more iterations due to the asynchronous nature of the communication.

In [91], a partially-independent, selfish scheduling algorithm based on game theory is presented for the purpose of minimizing the PAR of the load profile. A central operator sends price information to the end-users, who have the ability to exchange data about their demand power. For each iteration, if the consumer changes his/her last decision, he/she needs to inform others. Scheduling is then performed while considering temporally-coupled constraints. For example, an EV should be fully charged by the time the driver expects to leave home, hence the scheduler can only shift the corresponding asset schedule to a certain limit to enable a full charge. In results, the PAR of three customers are reduced from 2.6, 2.7, and 2.4, to 2.1, 2.2 and 2.0, respectively. The scalability of the algorithm is also investigated, and results show that the approach could be scaled to real-world problems.

In [92], a partially-independent coordination structure aims to minimize the electricity bills of the end-users while taking into account the aggregated neighborhood consumption. End-users participate in a scheduling game to reduce their electricity bill, as well as the PAR of the neighborhood demand. The electricity provider determines the electricity price according to the aggregated consumption profile. End-users are charged based on the ratio of their individual consumption over the aggregated consumption. As a result, the aggregated electricity cost of the residential area is reduced from $44.77 to $37.90 for the simulation duration, and the PAR is decreased from 2.1 to 1.8.

In [68], a partially-independent collaborative energy management algorithm is presented to reduce the real-time power balancing electricity cost of the neighborhood. While consumers are connected to an aggregator or retailer, they coordinate their actions by exchanging messages with each other. In the presented study, the retailer pays a price higher than the real-time electricity market price, which is different from the wholesale day-ahead electricity market due to uncertainties in demand. The proposed algorithm focuses on the minimization of the total cost in the real-time electricity market. It is compared with selfish scheduling, which causes a rebound peak in the aggregated consumption profile, while the proposed approach does not. Cooperative scheduling also returns the lowest aggregated deviation compared with cases without scheduling and with selfish scheduling.

Additional papers introduce interesting methods based on a decentralized approach. In [87], decentralized coordination is achieved with a two-level optimization in which customers optimize their utility function and the aggregator determines the lower and upper bounds of the consumption of each customer. In [88], a detailed mathematical model is presented for decomposing the centralized optimization problem into a set of independent decentralized problems. Finally, in [89], energy trading between smart homes with PV and centralized energy storage and the grid is studied using a decentralized game theoretic approach.

Overall, the reviewed papers show that decentralized coordination leaves more freedom of choice to the end-users; however the aggregated cost is usually higher than for centralized coordination. On the other hand, some individual homes may be gaining more than others, e.g., when they have more flexibility. As this approach requires frequent communication and sometimes a large number of iterations to converge, a drawback is that the necessary bandwidth and the convergence time may be significant.

4.3. Coordination techniques

This section focuses on how houses cooperate, compete, or coordinate their actions to achieve certain pre-determined goals. Three main approaches are discussed: a) multi-agent systems (MAS); b) game theory (GT); and c) optimization techniques. The reviewed papers are listed in Table 5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Multi-agent systems</th>
<th>[94], [95], [96], [97]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Game theory</td>
<td>[98], [99], [100]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimization techniques</td>
<td>[85], [101], [102], [103], [104], [105]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Classification of the selected reviewed studies with respect to coordination techniques.
DG installations in the distribution grid and the associated need for decentralized control, MAS have become a technique of interest to power control engineers [107, 108]. Applications range from building energy management [109] to microgrids [110], distribution systems [67] and power plants [111].

According to [112], an “agent is a software or hardware entity that is situated in some environment and is able to autonomously react to changes in that environment.” In this definition, autonomy means that each agent can make its own decisions in order to attain its objectives. The environment corresponds to everything surrounding the agent, except itself. According to [107], agents have three main properties: i) reactivity: the ability of an agent to react to changes in its environment; ii) proactivity: the ability of an agent to proactively behave according to its defined objectives; and iii) social ability: the ability of an agent to negotiate (compete or cooperate) with other agents.

A MAS is a group of agents with the ability to communicate with each other to cooperate or compete for achieving their objectives in a changing environment. Under the scope of this paper (coordination of multiple houses), agents are usually the controllers of the HAN in the smart homes. They meter and control the household appliances; additionally, they also communicate with other HAN and NAN agents in the neighborhood. Through such communication, they can observe the grid condition and act on it if required (reactivity), cooperate (social ability) to ensure the reliability of the system (proactivity) or compete (social ability) with each other to minimize their electricity bills (proactivity). As a consequence, while MAS may not be considered as an algorithm, they are an enabler for decentralized coordination techniques.

The organizational structure is an important characteristic of a MAS and includes the following types: hierarchies (the most commonly used for power system applications), holarchies, coalitions, teams, congregations, societies, federations and marketplaces [108].

In a hierarchical MAS, the electricity network is divided into several levels, typically three. Agents are categorized in these levels depending on their duties or objectives [113]. The upper level is the system control level that decides about operation strategies and operation modes. The middle level is the central control level with tasks including energy generation and consumption forecasting, voltage and frequency control, supply-demand matching, and day-ahead optimum DG scheduling operations. The bottom level is the local control level for coordinating local resources. Three types of agents are typically defined at the bottom level, such as a) DG agent: responsible for controlling (whenever possible) the output of a DG; b) storage agent: responsible for the charge and discharge operation of a storage device; c) household agent: responsible for organizing the schedules and shedding operations of appliances (including PV units) with the objective of minimizing electricity bills while ensuring a minimum impact on consumer comfort. With the development of transportation electrification, EV may also be modeled as agents for charging (home-to-vehicle: H2V) and discharging (vehicle-to-home: V2H) [94].

In [95], a MAS-based DSM algorithm is proposed for an islanded grid with multiple sources. A four layer structure is used for modeling the network, with: a) a prediction layer, b) an activation layer, c) an intelligent supervisory layer, and d) a control layer. Prediction layer agents estimate the future electricity generation from PV panels and wind turbines. Activation layer agents use frequency control to decide whether or not to activate load shedding depending on the frequency fluctuations. The activation layer agents use the prediction information received from the prediction layer agents and storage information received from the control layer agents (e.g., fuel cell agent, desalination unit agent, and electrolyzer agent). In the intelligent supervisory layer, the supervisor agents of the households negotiate with each other to decide whether to turn-on or off household appliances, after receiving the control signal from the activation layer. In the control layer, control agents are responsible for controlling home appliances. Simulation results show that shedding is activated for a total of 62 hours in summer.

In [96], electricity trading inside and outside of a neighborhood is studied. Consumers are modeled as agents and decide about selling, buying, or storing electricity. To take decisions, consumer agents communicate with each other and take decisions on their actions using a rule-based algorithm. For example, the agents can decide whether to store excess energy or sell it inside the neighborhood (first priority), or to sell it to the utility (second priority). After scheduling their appliances, agents can then choose to buy either from the utility or from inside the neighborhood. To minimize electricity bills, consumers thus have four options: load shifting, purchasing electricity from the neighborhood, battery charge or discharge, and selling excess energy to the grid or the neighborhood. Results show that customers could benefit from diversity in end-user types, in the form of increased savings (up to 10%). Depending on the assumed penetration rate of PV and battery units, end-users could also expect to save up to 40% on their electricity bill.

In [97], DR and DG management are combined to study the overloading issue in islanded grids while taking into account plug-in hybrid vehicles (PHEV). In the proposed study, a three-level hierarchical MAS structure is used. From top to bottom: grid agents control grid resources (battery, wind turbine and DG), control agents communicate with the grid and resident agents for satisfying the balance between generation and consumption, and resident agents collect information on demand and PHEV battery state-of-charge. Control actions are determined by defining a critical peak price in the microgrid to shed low priority loads, reduce electricity consumption, and decide about the charging modes of the PHEV. Three cases are presented and compared with each other. Results show that the peak load in the studied system can be reduced from 900 to 800 kW, i.e., by 11%.

The above reviewed studies show that a MAS advantage is the possibility to have a decentralized intelligence, with numerous homes modeled after a single template agent while all can have different characteristics (e.g., appliance count and preferred operation time). Agents can also automatically adapt themselves to environmental changes such as changes in the structure of the neighborhood (e.g., a new home), without requiring any major interruption and changes in the algorithm.
4.3.2. Game theory

GT is a strategic decision-making process, originally developed by J. von Neumann and O. Morgenstern [115]. GT is the science of strategy that determines the relationship and interactions between players, and analyses their behaviors under some given circumstances, called games. In these games, players choose the best strategy as an action to achieve the best outcome by anticipating the strategy of other players. Although GT is mostly used in economics [116, 117], it has also been widely applied to other fields such as computer science [118, 119] and electrical engineering [120].

According to the previous definition, GT may be applied to power systems with the following adaptations: a) participants (typically, end-users) are defined as rational and strategic decision-makers [121]; b) players select the best strategy they can by anticipating the actions of other players [122]; c) consumers make their own decisions through decentralized problem solving [92, 123].

Games consist of three components (player, strategy and payoff function), and are usually noted \( G = \{N, (S), (U)\} \). \( N \) represents the households set. \( S \) represents the strategy space of the game, hence \( S_i = \{s_{i,1}, s_{i,2}, \ldots, s_{i,\omega}\} \) is the set of strategies (generally, the consumption for the home) for home \( i \). \( U \) represents the set of payoff functions (electricity costs or savings). A Nash equilibrium is reached when the following condition is met:

\[
U_i(S_i^*, S^{−i}_j) \geq U_i(S_i, S^{−i}_j)
\]  

(3)

\( S_i^* \) is the strategy of house \( i \) at the Nash Equilibrium, and \( S^{−i}_j \) is the strategy of other players, also at the Nash Equilibrium. \( S^* \) represent the deviant strategy of player \( i \), i.e., a strategy that does not lead to a Nash equilibrium. In other words, a Nash equilibrium represents a balanced state where players can no longer improve their payoff by changing their optimal strategy when considering others’ strategies as fixed [99, 124]. The outline of a Nash equilibrium game algorithm for multiple smart homes with one aggregator is described in Algorithm 1.

In the following, selected studies from the literature employing GT are reviewed. In [98], a scheduling game is formulated to reduce the PAR of the neighborhood with a retail pricing model. Consumers try to minimize their own electricity costs by participating in a non-cooperative game for optimum energy consumption and storage management. In this algorithm, the price signal is received by the consumers from the utility through a dedicated communication link. When consumers receive the price signal, they optimize their local energy consumption individually and send it to the energy provider. Based on the new aggregated energy consumption, the utility calculates the new electricity price and sends it back to the consumers. This process continues until convergence is obtained. In the results, the PAR value of the system is reduced from 1.87 to 1.33 for the reference (centralized) case, to 1.39 for a case with DR and battery storage, and to 1.65 for a case with DR but without battery storage.

In [99], a non-cooperative game is developed to control the charge and discharge of household batteries. Consumers schedule their household appliances depending on the electricity price during the day and charge their batteries with residual electric power (i.e., power not used to supply other loads). Consumers can then use the electric energy from their battery during on-peak hours. Therefore, two pricing schemes are determined. The first is an RTP scheme for household appliances, and the second is the charging price for the battery charging game to encourage consumers to charge their batteries. The charging price is lower than the regular pricing tariffs, but as charging requests increase, this price comes close to the regular price and becomes less attractive. Consumers define their charging strategies based on their earliest starting time, deadlines, and the amount of requested power for charging. Depending on the surplus energy, load, and the state-of-charge of the batteries, the households optimize their payoffs. The proposed game is tested on three houses and is compared with a reference case.

In [100], a scheduling game is proposed for a neighborhood area. Consumers pay the same average daily unit price, and their costs are proportional to their electricity consumption. Consumers receive the TOU rate in order to establish the initial schedule of their appliances. They then receive the scheduling plans of other consumers. Based on the aggregated consumption, a dynamic price rate is calculated according to the TOU price by each smart home. Using this price, consumers optimize the schedule of their appliances to decrease the overall electricity cost of the neighborhood. The game continues until consumers make no more change in their scheduling plan. Results for the distributed coordination model return a total cost of £36.69, against £38.20 for selfish scheduling over the simulation duration.

Overall, GT appears as a promising tool for residential load management, and especially for decentralized coordination.
Smart homes (players) control their electricity profile to increase their payoff function, i.e., to minimize their own electricity costs. This type of game is defined as a non-cooperative game [125], where players only focus on their own benefits. Games may also be designed in a cooperative way, as in [126], where players can form coalitions to reach higher individual payoffs while increasing the total gain for the group. However, due to fairness concerns, coalitions are not permitted in most countries. GT has the advantage of providing flexible games, where the participation of new players does not require changes in the game. However, frequent message exchanges are required with decentralized coordination.

4.3.3. Optimization techniques

In HEMS, optimization techniques are typically used to allocate the run time of household appliances over a given time horizon and with a specific objective. The goal generally is to decrease electricity bills or the PAR ratio to obtain flatter load curves. In the literature, problems can take into account grid conditions (e.g., congestion) in the optimization. Formulations can also consider stochastic problems (e.g., with uncertainty on consumption [85] and renewable generation [101]), multiple objectives [102, 103], or other objectives such as maintaining voltage stability [104] or decreasing active power losses [105].

Optimization problems are typically formulated as follows, for a simple decentralized case:

\[
\text{minimize } \sum_{n=1}^{N} P(n, h) \cdot C(h) \quad (4)
\]

subject to \( P(n, h) \in \Psi(n, h) \) \( (5) \)

For centralized case, the equation becomes:

\[
\text{minimize } \sum_{n=1}^{N} \sum_{h=1}^{H} P(n, h) \cdot C(h) \quad (6)
\]

subject to \( \left\{ \begin{array}{l}
    P(n, h) \in \Psi(n, h), \forall n \\
    \sum_{n=1}^{N} P(n, h) \in \Phi(n, h)
\end{array} \right. \) \( (7) \)

where, \( P(n, h) \) is the power consumption of house \( n \) at time \( h \), and \( C(h) \) is the price at time \( h \). Equation (5) represents the constraints set for smart homes, where \( \Psi \) represents the set of feasible power values (e.g., due to the operation time limits of appliances). Equation (7) represents the constraints set for smart homes and the grid, where \( \Phi \) represents the set of feasible power values (e.g., due to the operation time limits of the electricity network [56, 61]. As mentioned earlier, other objectives and constraints may be considered [57, 127]. For decentralized optimization, typical objective formulations only sum on \( h \) and not on \( n \), as each home optimizes its own consumption.

A few selected papers using optimization are now reviewed. In [102], a multi-objective problem aims for cost minimization and load factor maximization. The forecast area load profile is used in a fitness function to optimize electricity usage with a multi-objective genetic algorithm. Penalty and rebate terms are generated by the utility based on a normal distribution curve over the load. As a uniform load distribution is desired, customers pay a penalty or receive a rebate depending on the difference between their load and the curve. Compared to the base case, cost reductions reach 74% and PAR reductions 42%.

In [105], the optimization problem aims to minimize the users electricity bill, and considers the cost of active power losses, as well as the need to avoid line overload. Investigations focus on the optimal coordination of residential resources, in a distributed fashion, and consider private objectives as well as objectives common to all consumers (here, minimizing losses). Numerical examples show that the proposed decentralized algorithm achieves results similar to what is obtained with a reference centralized algorithm. However, with this algorithm, when losses are considered in the optimization, losses decrease by 4.2%.

Overall, optimization techniques are commonly used in energy management studies, and have the advantage of providing optimal or near optimal solutions, whether it is for individual customers in a selfish fashion, or for entire neighborhoods with coordination. Drawbacks of these techniques are similar the ones of centralized coordination (both are commonly combined). They include high computational requirements that increase with problem size, and the significant detailed information required on end-user resources, which may raise some privacy issues. A more comprehensive study focused on optimization algorithms used for DR can be found in [10].

5. Discussion

5.1. Overview of the state-of-the-art

HEMS are an important development in the smart grid concept, to control household loads, generation, and storage devices. With DR programs, end-users are no longer considered as passive participants; they can actively participate in electricity markets (directly or through aggregators) and schedule appliance run times to reduce their electricity consumption and bills with limited impact on their comfort. Appliance scheduling does not only provide benefits for end-users, but also for utilities. For example, utility companies are responsible for providing electric energy to consumer at all times, including during peaks when utilities need to generate more (or purchase additional) power. However, demand peaks occur only for short durations in a year, and the additional and usually expensive generation capacity [128] remains idle most of the time during the year. Other applications of DR lie in the provision of ancillary services by the neighborhood to the utility. Utility companies thus use “smart” pricing mechanisms or incentives to influence customers to change their consumption patterns, and hence reduce peak load and, at the same time, enable end-users to reduce their electricity bills. However, when households selfishly schedule their electricity appliances, rebound peaks may appear at unexpected hours [67]. To avoid this situation, coordinating smart homes is an important requirement for neighborhood energy management, especially when considering DG and storage devices.
Several aspects should be considered when comparing approaches to neighborhood energy management: pricing mechanisms, coordination structures, and coordination techniques. Financial mechanisms are basic tools for utilities to help shape load profiles, through specific pricing schemes or incentive mechanisms. The coordination structure of a neighborhood can be organized around a single entity—a utility or third-party like an aggregator—or by multiple households interacting with each other to take decisions. Coordination mechanisms can then enable strategic energy management, e.g., to prevent the emergence of a rebound peak.

To avoid demand peaks, utilities can resort to various mechanisms that provide an incentive for the end-user to modify electricity consumption. Mechanisms can be based on an incentive (IBP) the customers receive when they reduce their demand, or on specific pricing schemes (PBP, such as TOU or RTP) designed to favor electricity consumption during low-demand periods. While IBP comparatively provide a higher level of confidence for the utility in terms of load reduction, PBP have the advantage of requiring less enabling technologies. On the other hand, complex pricing schemes may not be accepted by all customers, who may suffer for increased bills if they are not able to properly understand how to suitably adapt their consumption.

These mechanisms by themselves are however insufficient to enable efficient neighborhood-level coordination. Communication and coordination is enabled through various structures. In centralized coordination, a central operator can directly optimize appliances schedules for each household or can influence customers by sending price signals, as in [14]. Such coordination typically has better performance than other structures. Having access to all required information, the central entity is able to find the optimal schedule for the entire neighborhood area, or for each individual end-user. However, the scalability of such approaches is limited, as they require significant computational resources for large neighborhood areas.

Algorithms with variable degrees of decentralization are also able to coordinate households scheduling processes, by enabling end-users to exchange information about their consumption profiles, as in [129]. Rather than sending all information to a central entity, end-users can only share selected information and decide on a management strategy themselves. Three types of decentralized coordination may then be distinguished, depending on the independence level from the central entity: fully-dependent, partially-independent and fully-independent (see Table 6):

- The fully-dependent one is the most commonly studied structure, where the central entity only influences the consumers with a price signal and transmits information on the aggregated electricity profile of the area.
- In partially-dependent structures, customers communicate with each other by sharing information about their decisions. The central entity influences customers by calculating the electricity price according to the aggregated consumption profile. This central entity enables the utility not to disclose information on its profits.
- The fully-independent structure is the least studied method so far. Customers have the ability to communicate with each other directly and no central entity is used in the decision-making process.

The main differences between these approaches are thus the degree of centralization of information, and the resulting performance (e.g., costs and PAR). While decentralized structures tend to return less efficient results than centralized ones, they better respect the need for privacy of the customers, which is a growing concern [130]. End-users prefer not to share too much information with their neighbors, as it can give details about their life habits.

In terms of coordination techniques, three main types of algorithms are used in the literature: MAS, GT, and optimization. While they are not an algorithm per se, MAS have the advantage of inherently enabling advanced, distributed coordination between homes. Moreover, MAS enable modeling each component or agent separately and define their interactions, as in a real system. Optimization is commonly used to determine optimal schedules, either for individual smart homes or for the entire neighborhood. Various objectives (e.g., costs, losses) may be used, together with multiple sets of user or system-level constraints. As optimization is commonly used with centralized coordination, both approaches suffer from a limited scalability to large system dimensions. Game theory is another approach that provides decision-making ability to independent players [125, 131], i.e., smart homes, whether the game is cooperative or not [99, 98]. Like MAS, GT is especially suitable for decentralized coordination, and can easily include new players to the game. However, the difficulty to reach an equilibrium state in a large system increases with its size.

Table 7 summarizes the studies analyzed in the previous sections. An analysis of this table shows that PBP are the most commonly used DR type for both centralized and decentralized coordination studies. Decentralized coordination is more frequently studied at the neighborhood level than centralized approaches. Among decentralized coordination papers, while the fully-dependent method is the most used, the fully-independent method is little researched so far, due to the difficulty in obtaining efficient results with limited computation and communication resources. Regarding coordination techniques, optimization is clearly the most commonly used. However, studies mostly focus on deterministic problem solving, and few consider the uncertainty on load, generation and consumer behavior. While MAS and GT have recently been popular tools in power system research, they are still little used for the coordination of multiple smart homes. Studies also typically test techniques on small-scale system, with less than 100 appliances. Only a few validate their approach on large systems with over 1000 appliances. Lastly, although some studies consider RES and storage systems, these resources are usually located at the community scale, and not in individual houses. Moreover, most papers do not focus on maximizing the local use of RES but rather on minimizing costs.
5.2. Next steps

This review has outlined that the coordination of energy consumption of multiple households presents the opportunity to benefit both sides of the electricity grid, i.e., the utility and the consumers. However, multiple challenges remain for future studies. Although this paper does not focus on implementation issues, costs and standardization of enabling technologies are major challenges. For example, high AMI costs are slowing down deployment, and the lack of standardization and interoperability between equipments from different manufacturers makes adequate control of resources difficult at the neighborhood level, and even at the smart home level. Moving toward
more decentralized architectures may be difficult to justify if the related costs are significant, and the expected benefits remain low, as shown by some reviewed studies [14]. Legislation may also be a barrier in some cases, if it does not permit the use of adequate pricing mechanisms.

In terms of research, challenges are focused on other aspects. Firstly, an issue for DR programs is in maintaining user comfort preferences at the desired level. Even if smart appliances are set up and DR programs are implemented, the system generally defaults to idle mode because of the end-users, as reported in [132]. For customers, the main purpose of DR programs is to schedule their electricity appliances in order to decrease electricity cost, without significantly affecting their comfort. When the impact on appliance operation causes discomfort or if the expected benefit is too low, consumers tend to turn-off the DR programs. Sociological aspects of end-user behaviors are thus crucial to the success of DR programs. However, although this issue is well studied for a single household, it has not yet been carefully investigated for neighborhood areas. Additionally, competition among end-users, e.g., in the form of a game with a ranking in the neighborhood, could provide another lever to increase DR participation. Smart neighborhoods must thus be considered as cyber-physical-social systems [133].

Privacy is another growing concern. As discussed above, optimal approaches typically require access to a lot of information on end-users and their loads. Such information can reveal customer habits, something most would prefer to avoid. Finding a compromise between performance and privacy is thus a challenge.

Network issues could also be further investigated. For example, the impact of communication delays is usually not considered, especially for distributed algorithms requiring frequent iterations, and where asynchronous messages could cause difficulties. The scalability of the proposed methods also remains problematic, as has not been thoroughly studied so far, for both centralized and decentralized methods.

Another important issue is the integration of residential DG and storage systems into the electricity grid. Such resources are essential for the self-sufficiency of individuals and CO2 emission reduction. However, even though these units are studied in single residential applications, their integration in multiple household areas has not been studied in details. One may also consider DG and storage as alternatives to DR. A comparison can be done when considering payback time. For example, battery systems need to be charged frequently to facilitate the integration of RES. However, frequently charging and discharging a battery significantly decreases its lifetime, which is not the case of DR programs. Moreover, the impact of different penetration rates on performance metrics e.g., (costs, PAR, etc.) for both DG and storage could also be investigated.

A related issue is the accuracy of forecasts, for both loads (especially for such variable load profiles) and DG output. Accurate forecasts are required for adequate scheduling of loads, generation and storage, and errors can lead to increased costs and loss of comfort. Forecasts of baseline net load are also required in many scheduling methods, especially for determining the end-user revenue after he/she has reduced the load. Scheduling algorithms capable of handling uncertainty, e.g., using robust optimization, are also relatively little studied when applied to smart homes and neighborhoods. Ultimately, solving these issues is required to enable the islanding of community microgrids without requiring oversized DG and storage.

Although many authors mention environmental problems and decreasing CO2 emissions, strategies that actually consider them are little discussed in studies germane to electricity grid operations. Efficient energy management at the home and neighborhood level holds significant potential for limiting emissions, as residential electricity consumption represents a significant share of the total electricity consumption of most countries. However, for now, end-users are scheduling their appliances solely depending on costs. Utilities would thus need to provide information about the CO2 emissions resulting from the used generation sources [134]. Another solution would be to integrate emissions in prices, which would require using a form of carbon tax.

Although the presented studies propose promising results for the neighborhood area coordination, there is no easy way to compare them in terms of performance and computation/communication requirements. The presented system structures, pricing tariffs, objectives and constraints which are used as basis of these studies are different. Therefore, benchmark test systems should be developed to enable comparisons of the proposed methodologies.

Finally, feedback from actual implementations, whether in laboratory testbenches or in demonstration experiments, is insufficiently documented in scientific literature. Although confidentiality issues often have to be solved, the research community could certainly benefit from these results. For example, machine learning could be used for scheduling, but the lack of relevant data is a barrier to development in this field.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, recent research studies in the area of energy management of smart homes were reviewed, with a focus on the coordination structures and techniques used for neighborhood areas. The reviewed systems rely on various DSM/DR programs as well as on the scheduling of household appliances, generation and storage devices. Although DR programs combined with DG and storage devices propose promising solutions for smart homes, even better results may be obtained when multiple households are considered. Proper coordination is however required to avoid undesirable side effects such as rebound peaks. Centralized and decentralized coordination structures were reviewed and compared, as well as different coordination techniques. Results showed that coordination can provide both costs and peak demand reduction, with limited impact on end-users comfort. Coordination thus enables all players, including utilities and aggregators, to benefit from the appropriate control of residential resources. Nevertheless, several issues were highlighted and need to be addressed to enable the deployment of efficient, secure and reliable home energy management systems considering the coordination of multiple smart homes, in interaction with utilities and aggregators. The authors hope
that this work and its conclusions can be used by researchers and engineers when designing new methods and systems targeted at neighborhoods.
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